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TERRY’S COMICS  
 

Welcome to Catalog number twenty. Thank you to everyone who ordered from one or more of our previous 
catalogs and especially Gold and Platinum customers. Please be patient when you call if we are not here, we promise to 
get back to you as soon as possible. Our normal hours are Monday through Friday 8:00AM-4:00PM Pacific time. You can 
always send e-mail requests and we will reply as soon as we are able. This catalog has been expanded to include a large 
selection of Golden Age comics that were purchased with Jamie Graham of Gram Crackers.  All comics that were 
stickered below $10 have been omitted as well as paperbacks, Digests, Posters and Artwork. I also removed the mid-
grade/priced issue if there were more than two copies, if you don't see a middle grade of an issue number, just ask for it. 
They are available on the regular web-site www.terryscomics.com. If you are looking for non-key comics from the 1980's 
to present, please send us your want list as we have most every issue from the past 35 years in our warehouse. 

Over the past year we have been fortunate to purchase a large DC collection known as the Jerome Wenker 
Collection. He started collecting comic books in 1983 and has assembled one of the most complete collections of DC 
comics that were known to exist. He had regular ("newsstand" up until the 1990's) issues, direct afterwards , the collection 
was only 22 short of being complete (with only 84 incomplete.) This  collection is a piece of Comic book history. What 
we have processed so far has been added to this catalog but at the cost of Omitting about half the Magazine selection and 
all the Fanzine, Pulp and Underground selections. We continue to exhibit at many shows and buy many collections. We 
continue to look for Silver/Bronze age keys as we need to have lots of them to continue doing so many conventions. We 
are also seeking collections of mid to lower grade Golden age and we are always looking for Timely/Atlas comics. This 
catalog will be created in two versions: the paper version and an e-catalog that is downloadable from our web-site in PDF 
format. I will continue to produce a paper version of the catalog for those of you that do not have e-mail or computers. 
Yes, there are still some people that don't have computers or know how to do e-mail. Every year we produce less paper 
catalogs due to expense. My website currently has what is left from Catalog #19 Check it out at www.terryscomics.com 
My current e-mail address is info@terryscomics.com 

Jason is handling the majority of phone and e-mail orders as well as most E-Bay sales. He can be contacted 
directly at: Jason@CalComicCon.com  He will give you the personal service that Terry's Comics has always strived to 
offer. If you need to talk to Terry for a specific reason just leave a message with Jason and Terry will get back to you 
soon. 

Pricing for the catalog was done primarily from the 2016 Overstreet Price Guide, which is consistent at reflecting 
market prices on most vintage material. Some prices are based on market changes that have occurred since the OPG has 
been out, and may be higher. We also use the web-site GPA Analysis for CGC and other graded book pricing. Other 
prices are based on recent sales, scarcity or desirability, which the OPG does not take into account. Included in this 
catalog are some CGC, CBCS and PGX books that are priced higher than un-slabbed books of equal grade to reflect the 
extra time and expense, as well as the risk, to have them third-party graded.  

The next CalComicCon will be on Sunday, January 29th, it is to be held every year on the last Sunday of January, 
between the Playoffs and Superbowl. There are some great CGC slabbed comics and fantastic artwork in the raffle, there 
we will offer the beginning of the Jerome Wenker Collection for the first time at a comic show. We were informed that 
Southern California Comics will be offering the bulk of a large DC collection that they purchased for the first time at a 
show. There is also many dealers not usually exhibiting in this area. We have over 40 exhibitors selling Comic Art and 
comic books, with an emphasis on vintage material. We also have CGC there to turn in comics for grading. If you can 
make it out some year, I have heard that it is the best old school show anywhere. For more info, check out my web-site: 
www.CalComicCon.com  

 
 The conventions that I currently have scheduled follows:  
CalComicCon: January 29th at the Yorba Linda Civic Center, Orange County, CA. 
Emerald City Comic Con: March 3rd – 5th at the Washington State Convention Center, Seattle, WA  
WonderCon: March 31st -April at the Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim, CA. 
Silicon Valley Comic Con: April 21st – 230rd San Jose Convention Center, San Jose, CA 
Phoenix Comic Con: May 25th -28th at the Phoenix Convention Center, Phoenix, AZ 
Comic Con International: July 20th – 23th  at the San Diego Convention Center, San Diego, CA 
Wizard Comic Convention: August 24th – 27th  at the Rosemont Convention Center, Chicago, IL 
Cancelled from my schedule: San Francisco Comic Con: September 1st -3rd  San Francisco, CA 
Rose City Comic Con: September 9th – 10th at the Oregon Convention Center, Portland, OR 
Philadelphia Comic Convention: A great show! Check www.philadelphiacomic-con.com for show dates. 
Additional shows may be added throughout the year! So check the web-site for up-dates. 
 
 Finally, I hope that you find something of need or interest to add to your collections in this catalog. Every book 
was graded as strict as possible and some were re-graded. Remember you have a 30-day unconditional guarantee on every 
item you buy, if returned as sent.  

Best Regards, 
Terry O’Neill – Terry’s Comics 

 
PS: If you ever decide to sell all or part of your collection, please allow us to make you an offer. 
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TERRY’S COMICS: TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE 
 

 
My philosophy about comics is this; I am first, a collector and second, a dealer. I have always tried 

to treat my customers the way I wanted to be treated when ordering books. I enjoy reading them, 
collecting them and seeing the great artwork inside. I always try to have a large selection of books so I am 
able to offer the type of selection I would want when buying books for myself. I try to keep my prices as 
low as possible but in order to get choice material to offer in my selection, I often have to pay higher 
percentages of or over guide for this material. Blame your fellow collectors for these prices, not me. 

 
Method of payment: I accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express & Discover cards. I also accept 

checks or money orders and only on request, PayPal. Personal checks may hold up your order until it 
clears. I would rather not get cash unless you meet me locally. Do not send cash.  

 
Guarantee: As I stated above, I am a collector first, so I know what I want, and offer the same. 

You can return any books you buy from me within 30 days in same condition as sent for a full refund.  
 
Discounts: All customers take 10% off orders over $200. Exceptions are as follows: books already 

over $200 will not count unless you also order an additional $200 worth of books. Gold customers (who 
ordered from last three catalogs, if you are not sure, ask when you place your order) take an additional 
5% off everything and 10% off non-key Marvel and DC silver to modern. Platinum Customers (who 
ordered from the last five catalogs and placed three or more orders over $50 in each catalog) take an 
additional 5% more off all items except some keys and other unique comics.  Max 10% discount offered on 
Jerome Wenker  Collection. No discounts on VF+ or above books pre-dating 1975. Dealer discounts 
available.  

 
Buy back policy: as many of you know I will always buy back books that I have sold you in the 

exact same condition for 65% of what I charged you (or more) for a book. This is in the hopes that when 
you go to sell off your collection you will offer it to me. This only applies to pre 1965 material and Marvel 
keys! If ever you are thinking of selling, I hope you will give me an opportunity to make you an offer. 

 
Layaway plan: I do offer a layaway plan in some instances. Call me and ask if we can work out a 

deal on some high value comics. All layaway will not be subject to discounts!  
 
Trades: I will accept some trades. I usually give 10-20% higher trade value than I would pay cash 

for the same trade material provided that the trade is for comics I need, or want. Keep in mind this is my 
source of income and that I cannot pay my bills with trade.  

 
Grading: I use the old CBG grading guide which tended to be a little stricter than the Overstreet 

guide. Even so, grading is subjective and I am only human, so if I miss something, don’t take it 
personally, I will make every effort to correct the situation to your satisfaction. When you order a book 
you will see notes on the issue you are interested in, to put as many items as possible, some of the 
descriptive notes may not be listed, please ask for a description when ordering. Keep in mind the grades 
assume many common defects. 

 
Pricing: Some books are listed with the same grade but more than one price; this is because we 

don't raise our prices every year. The lower priced item was marked at the guide price a while ago, when 
it sells, that price is no longer available. Don’t try to get the newer priced book for the old price, as we 
paid more for it.  

 
Postage & handling: When I ship books, I use a thick piece of cardboard so that even if the 

postman tried to ignore the “do not bend" he would have a hard time doing so. All orders are shipped 
priority mail and all domestic orders are insured. All this for still only $10.00! Most foreign and large 
quantity orders (over 10 books) will have to pay a higher rate depending on my cost. Note: for some low 
dollar orders I will reduce the cost to you for S&H. CGC comics will be charged $13.00 for shipping due to 
larger size box.  

 
Regarding Customs: If you are ordering from a country that requires you to pay customs duty, 

then it is your responsibility to do so. It will be shipped any way you want; normally it will be fully 
insured and have the invoice included, this is to fully protect you and us. If you want to get out of paying 
customs duty, by declaring your order as zero or some low value, then you have no recourse if your books 
do not show up. I will not refund your money! 
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TERRY’S COMICS 
PO BOX 2065 

ORANGE, CA 92859-2232 
PHONE (714) 288-8993 

FAX (714) 288-8992 
WEB SITES: www.terryscomics.com , www.CalComicCon.com  

E-MAIL: info@terryscomics.com , info@CalComicCon.com  
  

Defect codes: 
Ard = arrival date at = archival safe tape Apo = ad page out Bc = back cover 
BgCh = bug chew Brtl = brittle paper BLB = Big Little Book Ce = Canadian edition 

C/o = cut out Chp = edge chipping Cfo = center fold missing CGC = graded comics 
Cfl = centerfold loose Ct = color touch Cnr = corner Cvr = cover 
C/c = coupon cutout De =dog ear pages Dis = date inside     Ds=dust shadow 

Fc = front cover Gp = grease pencil Gos = glue on spine Gvwy = giveaway 
Hc = hard cover i = inside Is = ink on cover Ios = ink on spine 

Li = last issue Lpgs = loose pages Logo = logo cut off Ls = loose staple 
Lc = loose cover MrCvr = married cover nn = no number Ngl = no 3-d glasses 

Nis = name inside Nc = no cover Noc = name on cover 1/2 = half a page 
+1 = one or more than 1 ctowp = cream to off 

white paper 
owp = off white paper owtwp = off white to 

white paper 
Pnl = panel Pb = paperback book Pc = piece out of Pg = page 

Po = piece out PHol = punch hole r = minor repair Rs = rusty staple 
RtCh = rat chew sc = subscription crease si = gerber scarcity index SmFc = ink smudged  

Sos = split on the spine Spl = staple pull Spn = spine sr = spine roll 
Ss = split spine sta = staples Stmp = store stamp stns = staining 
T = clear tape Tan = tan paper Tr = tear Tp = tape pull 

wp = white paper wrp = outer wrap Wr = writing or scribble Ws = water stain 
* I have abbreviated many artists’ names to save space. Usually I just left out the vowels. 

 
 

BUYING! BUYING! BUYING! Thinking of selling off part or all of your collection? We have been 
paying premium prices for books & collections for many years now. Some people think that because we 
offer discounts, then we might pay low. This is not true, because we work on high turn over and a low 
profit margin. We have spent over $300,000 on new stock last year alone. We want your collections so 

make sure to let us bid. Selling call 1-800-938-0325. 
 

CONSIGNMENTS: If you have one or more high value comics that you were thinking of sending 
to the many auction houses, why not let Terry's Comics try to get you maximum value by offering 
it to one of our many want list customers. We take small commission and our customers will pay 
us the maximum they are willing to pay for a comic so as to assure future offerings. 

 
Some percentages of guide we pay for superhero pre-1975: 

Paying 70% or more for all Marvel Silver-Age Keys in very good or better! 
Paying 60% or more for all DC Silver-Age Keys in very good or better! 

 
Action: 1-15 80-110%  Incomplete Golden Age comics: 5%-70% of good 
Atlas: 50%-150% Magazines: 15%-75% 
Atomic Age: 45%-200% MLJ: 60%-200%  
Big Little Books 20%-45% of guide PEP: #22-45 100% 
Bronze Age: 30%-100% Pulps: 20%-100% 
Coverless Golden Age: 10%-100% of good  Romance/Teen 20%-70% 
Crime comics: 30%-150% Silver Age DC: 35%-100% 
DC Golden Age: 45%-90% Silver Age Marvel: 40%-120% 
Disney Titles: 25%-50% Timely: 60%-200% 
Fanzines 50% of Market Undergrounds: 15%-50% 
Golden Age other: 40%-500% War comics: 25%-75% 
Harvey: 30%-200%  Westerns: 40%-60% 

 
Check out our Convention Web-site: www.CalComicCon.com 



TERRY'S COMICS - COMIC MAGAZINES

BLAZING COMBAT CREEPY DEADLY HANDS EERIE FAMOUS MONSTERS
#1 FN $250 #79 FN/VF Toth $20 OF KUNG FU #75 NM- $40  OF FILMLAND
#2 VG- $40 #80 VF/NM $35 #21 NM+ $100 #76 VF- $30 YB1962 GVG Sos $100 
#3 VG/FN $40 #81 FN/VF $10 #25 NM- $50 #77 VF/NM $45 YB1966 FA+ S/s $20 
#4 VG/FN $40 #82 NM $50 #27 NM $45 #78 VF $20 YB1964 FA PcBc $30 
CAPTAIN BRITAIN #83 FN/VF WrFc $10 #33 VF $20 #79 NM- $65 FOOM
#1 NM- $100 #84 NM- $30 A#15 NM- $45 #80 VF/NM $50 #2 VF- Sum 1973 $30 
#2 NM $20 #85 VF/NM $20 DRACULA LIVES #81 NM $70 #2 NM- $100 
#3 NM/MT $20 #86 VF+ $18 #1 VF $60 #82 VF $30 #3 FN Fall 1973 $15 
CRAZY MAGAZINE #87 VF+ $25 #1 VF/NM $100 #83 VF- $12 #3 NM- Fall 1973 $80 
#1 FN/VF $22 #88 VF/NM $20 #2 NM $100 #83 NM $14 #4 FN Win 1973 $15 
#1 VF/NM $55 #89 FN/VF $10 #3 VF/NM $50 #84 VF/NM $25 #4 NM $100 
#2 VF $25 #90 VF/NM $20 #4 VF/NM $40 #85 VF+ $15 #5 FN/VF Spr 1974 $30 
#3 VF/NM $25 #92 NM $50 #4 NM+ $80 #87 FN/VF Stmp $12 #5 VF+ Sub WrBc $50 
#7 NM- $30 #93 VF+ $18 #5 VF $25 #87 VF/NM $25 #6 VF/NM Sum 1974 $60 
CREEPY #94 NM $40 #5 NM- V2#1 $50 #88 VF/NM $20 #6 NM- Sub $80 
#1 GVG T $20 #95 VF/NM $16 #6 FN/VF $15 #89 NM- $35 #7 FN+ Jun 1966 $40 
#1 VF $100 #95 NM $40 #6 NM $70 #90 NM $45 #7 NM- Fall 1974 $70 
#2 VG $20 #96 NM $40 #7 VF- TrFc $30 #91 FN/VF $10 #8 VF Win 1974 $40 
#2 FN/VF $35 #97 VF/NM $20 #7 VF/NM $40 #91 NM $45 #8 VF/NM Jun 1966 $85 

#98 VF+ $18 #8 NM- $55 #92 NM- $35 #9 FN/VF Jun 1966 $45 
#99 VF/NM $25 #9 NM $70 #93 VF $12 #9 NM $100 
#100 FN/VF $10 #10 NM- $60 #93 NM- $35 #11 VF Jun 1966 $75 
#100 NM $55 #10 NM+ $100 #94 FN/VF $20 #11 NM/MT $150 
#101 VF/NM $30 #11 NM- $55 #94 NM $75 #12 FN/VF $35 
#102 NM- $30 #12 NM- $55 #95 VF/NM $35 #12 VF+ Sub $50 
#103 NM $40 #12 NM $70 #96 VF/NM $25 #13 NM+ $130 
#104 NM $40 #13 VF $30 #96 NM+ $30 #14 NM- $70 
#105 NM $40 EERIE #97 NM $100 #15 VF/NM Sub $50 
#106 NM $40 #4 FN $20 #98 VF+ $15 #15 NM+ $130 
#107 NM $40 #6 FN $18 #99 NM $35 #16 NM Sub StckrBc $80 
#108 NM $40 #8 VG $16 #100 VG/FN TrFc $10 #17 FN/VF StckrBc $20 

#3 FN/VF 1964 $75 #109 VF $15 #8 VG+ $20 #101 NM $40 #18 NM Sum 1973 $20 
#4 GVG T 1964 $25 #110 NM $40 #12 VG/FN $15 #102 NM $40 #19 NM $80 
#4 VG/FN 1964 $50 #111 NM $40 #17 FN 1964 $150 #103 VF $15 #20 VF 1978 $40 
#5 FN 1964 $45 #112 VF $15 #18 VG/FN $20 #104 NM $40 #21 NM- Sub $80 
#6 VG Chps 1964 $35 #115 NM $40 #19 FN $24 #105 VF/NM $20 #22 NM $150 
#7 FN/VF GpFc 1964 $75 #116 NM $40 #22 FN/VF $20 #106 NM- $30 FOOM KIT
#11 VG+ Sos $20 #117 VF+ $18 #23 VF $75 #107 VF/NM $20 NM- 1972 $70 
#13 VG/FN $10 #118 VF $15 #24 FN/VF $30 #108 VF/NM $20 HAUNT OF HORROR
#14 VG+ Sos $15 #120 NM $45 #25 FN $20 #109 VF $15 #1 VF+ $35 
#15 FN+ $30 #121 NM $45 #26 FN/VF $25 #111 VF $15 #1 NM $40 
#17 FN $20 #122 VF/NM $25 #27 VF+ $45 #113 VF+ $18 #2 VF/NM $25 
#18 FN/VF $20 #123 VF/NM $25 #28 VF- $30 #114 NM- $30 #2 NM $55 
#21 FN+ $20 #124 VF $20 #29 FN/VF $25 #116 VF/NM $20 #3 VF $30 
#23 VG- $10 #125 NM- $35 #30 VF+ $40 #117 VF- $12 
#24 FN+ $20 #126 NM- $35 #31 VF/NM $60 #118 VF/NM $20 
#25 FN/VF Stpl Hols $25 #127 FN/VF $15 #32 VF $40 #119 NM- $30 
#27 FN+ $20 #128 VF/NM $25 #33 VF- $35 #120 VF $15 
#28 FN+ $20 #129 NM- $35 #34 VF $40 #121 VF/NM $20 
#30 FN/VF Stpl Hols $25 #130 NM+ $85 #35 FN/VF $30 #122 NM- $30 
#31 VF- $25 #131 NM $45 #36 VF/NM $50 #123 NM $45 
#31 VF $35 #133 NM $45 #37 VF/NM $50 #124 NM $45 
#32 VF $75 #134 VF+ $22 #38 VG+ $15 #125 NM- $25 
#33 VF $30 #136 VF $15 #42 VF $45 #126 NM $40 
#34 VF $30 #137 VF $20 #44 FN $15 #127 NM- $30 
#35 NM- $80 #137 VF/NM $30 #45 VF $25 #128 NM- $30 
#36 VF $50 #138 VF/NM $30 #45 VF/NM $55 #129 NM- $30 #3 NM+ $100 
#36 NM $120 #141 VF+ $30 #46 VF/NM $55 #131 NM- Wood $50 #4 NM- $35 
#37 NM- $70 #144 VF/NM $35 #47 VF/NM $55 #132 VF $20 #4 NM $75 
#38 FN Shores $20 #144 NM- $45 #48 VF $35 #133 VF+ $20 #5 NM- $50 
#39 VF $30 #145 NM- $55 #49 VF- $18 #134 VF/NM $30 HEROS INC.
#41 FN $20 CRIME MACHINE #49 VF/NM $55 #136 VF $20 #2 VF Ds $100 
#43 VF Ard $30 #1 FN $25 #50 VG/FN Sos $10 #138 NM- $50 KULL and the 
#44 FN $15 #2 FN/VF $45 #51 FN/VF $40 #139 NM $70 BARBARIANS
#45 VF- $25 DEADLIEST HEROES #52 VF- $18 EMERGENCY! Mag #1 NM- $35 
#49 VF $35 OF KUNG FU #52 NM- $65 #1 NM- $80 #2 NM- $30 
#50 VF+ $75 #1 NM $100 #53 FN+ $15 FAMOUS MONSTERS #2 NM $35 
#54 VF $40 DEADLY HANDS #54 FN/VF $25  OF FILMLAND #3 VF/NM $20 
#55 NM- $80 OF KUNG FU #55 FN+ $15 #8 FN+ $250 MARVEL COMICS
#56 FN/VF $30 #1 VF Cnr $55 #56 VF Stn $22 #9 FN+ $200  SUPER SPECIAL
#57 VF/NM $50 #1 VF+ $60 #56 VF/NM $45 #10 FA NBc $30 #1 FN/VF Kiss $100 
#57 NM- $60 #2 VF- $35 #57 FN/VF $20 #15 GVG Sos $75 #1 NM- Kiss $250 
#58 FN $15 #3 VF $30 #58 VF- $18 #16 GVG Sos $75 #2 NM/MT CGC owtwp $250 
#59 VF $50 #4 NM- $60 #58 VF $35 #17 VG- Sos $90 #3 VF/NM $15 
#60 NM- $80 #5 NM+ $100 #59 VF- $25 #18 GVG Sos $85 #4 NM/MT $100 
#61 NM- $22 #6 NM $70 #60 FN/VF $30 #20 G+ Sos t $75 #4 VF/NM $150 
#62 VF $22 #7 NM+ $100 #61 FN/VF $20 #40 G+ PcFc $30 #5 NM Kiss $220 
#64 VF/NM $50 #8 NM $60 #62 NM $90 #41 G+ Sos $20 #5 VF W/Pstr $100 
#65 VF/NM $50 #9 NM $60 #63 FN/VF $15 #43 VG Sos $30 #10 FN/VF $40 
#66 FN+ Sr Cnr $12 #10 NM $80 #63 NM $90 #46 FN $50 #10 VF $75 
#66 FN/VF $20 #11 NM- $50 #64 NM $100 #47 VF $35 #12 NM/MT $35 
#67 FN/VF $20 #12 NM $70 #65 VF Toth $25 #49 VF $25 #13 NM+ $25 
#69 VF/NM $35 #13 VF/NM $25 #66 NM- $35 #50 VF/NM $50 #15 NM $25 
#70 FN/VF $20 #13 NM- $50 #67 FN/VF $18 #53 FN/VF $35 #16 NM- $25 
#71 VF/NM $35 #15 VF/NM $25 #68 NM $85 #54 VF/NM $45 MARVEL GRAPHIC NOVEL
#72 NM- $75 #16 NM- $50 #70 VF- $18 #55 VF/NM $45 #1 NM $50 
#73 NM- $75 #17 NM $120 #71 VF $25 #57 VF/NM Ard $45 #5 NM- $40 
#75 VF $25 #18 NM $70 #72 VF- $30 #58 VF/NM $45 #7 NM/MT $35 
#77 VF $35 #19 NM+ Ard $120 #73 VF $20 #59 VF/NM $50 #8 NM/MT $35 
#78 VF- $25 #20 NM+ $100 #74 NM- $40 #60 VF/NM Ard $45 #14 NM/MT $35 
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TERRY'S COMICS - COMIC MAGAZINES

MARVEL GRAPHIC NVL MONSTERS SAVAGE SWORD SCREAM VAMPIRELLA
#15 NM/MT $35 UNLEASHED  OF CONAN #1 VF $50 #35 VF+ $70 
#16 NM/MT $35 #8 NM/MT $150 #22 NM+ $30 #2 VF $40 #36 VF $65 
#18 NM/MT $45 #9 VF- Dec 1974 $16 #23 VF/NM $20 #4 NM- $75 #37 VF- $50 
MARVEL PREVIEW #9 NM/MT $150 #24 NM $30 #6 NM- $80 #38 FN/VF $40 
#2 VF $75 #10 NM+ $120 #25 NM+ $30 #7 NM $80 #39 FN/VF $40 
#2 NM+ $550 #11 NM $80 #26 NM $25 #8 VF $40 #40 VF $60 
#3 VF+ $180 #1 VF/NM $25 #27 NM $30 #9 NM- $68 #41 NM- $120 
#4 FN/VF $240 #1 NM- $35 #28 NM $30 SPACEMEN #42 FN+ $20 
#4 VF/NM $450 #2 NM- $25 #29 VF/NM $20 #1 GVG $75 #43 NM- $120 
#5 VF/NM $25 #2 NM $35 #30 NM/MT $35 #2 FA T Sos Nbc $24 #44 NM $150 
#6 NM- $30 #3 NM $35 #31 NM $25 #4 FA S/s $20 #45 FN+ $20 

#5 NM $35 #32 NM/MT CGC owtwp $120 #5 GVG Sos $35 #47 VF+ $60 
#6 VF/NM $15 #33 NM/MT $30 #8 FN $70 #49 FN+ $20 
#7 FN/VF $10 #34 VF/NM $15 SPECTACULAR #50 NM- $120 
#8 NM $35 #35 NM+ CGC owtwp $120 SPIDERMAN #51 VF+ $45 
#9 NM $35 #36 NM/MT $30 #1 VF- $80 #52 FN/VF $22 
#10 VF+ $15 #37 NM+ $30 #1 VF/NM $200 #52 VF+ $45 
NIGHTMARE #38 NM+ $30 #2 NM- $300 #53 FN/VF $20 
#1 VF Ard $80 #40 NM+ $30 TALES OF THE ZOMBIE #53 VF/NM $50 
#2 VF/NM $60 #41 NM/MT $35 #1 NM $120 #54 FN+ $20 
#3 VF/NM $60 #42 NM- Ds $20 #2 NM+ $120 #57 VF $34 
#4 VF/NM $60 #42 NM+ $30 #3 NM+ $120 #57 VF+ $35 
#5 VF $60 #43 NM $25 #4 VF/NM $50 #58 VF $30 

#7 VG+ TrFc $400 #6 NM Ard $120 #44 NM Ds $25 #5 VF- May 1974 $28 #59 VF $40 
#8 VG/FN $20 #7 VF/NM Ard $40 #45 VF+ $12 #5 NM+ $100 #60 NM- $80 
#8 VF $100 #9 NM- $80 #45 NM- $20 #6 NM $70 
#11 FN/VF $35 #10 VF Ds $65 #46 NM- $20 #7 NM $70 
#14 FN $30 #11 NM- $50 #47 NM+ $30 #8 NM $85 
#14 FN+ $75 #14 NM- $50 #48 NM $25 #8 NM/MT $120 
#15 VG/FN $20 #19 VF $40 #49 NM+ $30 #9 VF/NM $45 
#15 NM- $75 #21 VF $30 #50 NM- $20 #9 NM+ $100 
#18 FN/VF $20 #22 NM $85 #50 NM $25 #10 NM- GpFc $50 
#18 NM $50 A#1 NM $85 #51 NM $20 VAMPIRE TALES
MARVEL SUPER action A#2 NM- 1973 $50 #51 NM+ $25 #1 VG/FN 1973 $18 
#1 VF $90 YB1974 FN+ $20 #52 NM $20 #2 VF/NM $75 
#1 FN/VF Cnr $50 NIGHTMARE #53 NM- $15 #3 FN Feb 1974 $12 
MASTERS OF TERROR YB VF 1974 $30 #54 NM $20 #3 NM $100 
#1 NM+ $75 PLANET OF THE APES #54 NM+ $25 #4 NM $65 #61 NM $100 
#2 NM $45 #1 NM- $75 #55 NM/MT $30 #4 NM+ $80 #62 VF/NM $50 
MIGHTY MARVEL #2 VF+ WrFc $25 #56 NM+ $25 #5 NM- $80 #64 FN/VF $30 
SUPER HEROES #2 NM $80 #57 NM $20 #5 VF- $24 #65 NM- $80 
FUN BOOK #3 NM- $40 #57 NM/MT $30 #6 NM- $80 #66 NM- $80 
#1 NM/MT $100 #3 NM+ $90 #58 NM+ $25 #7 NM $70 #67 NM $100 
#2 VF/NM $35 #4 VF/NM $30 #60 NM+ $25 #8 NM+ $160 #68 VF/NM $50 
#3 NM $55 #5 NM- $40 #61 NM- $15 #9 NM $80 #70 VF/NM $50 
#4 NM+ $75 #7 VF+ $20 #62 NM+ $25 #10 NM+ $100 #70 NM- $100 
#5 NM/MT $100 #9 NM+ $70 #63 NM $20 #11 NM- $80 #71 VF+ $50 
MODERN MONSTERS #10 NM- $40 #65 NM Ds $20 VAMPIRELLA #72 VF/NM $60 
#4 VG/FN $40 #27 NM+ $90 #66 NM- $15 #2 FN/VF $100 #73 VF/NM $65 
VAMPIRELLA #28 NM+ $90 #67 NM- $15 #3 NM- CGC owtwp $1 000 #74 NM- $100 
#1 VF/NM $70 #29 NM $150 #68 NM- Ds $15 #4 VG- $20 #75 NM- $75 
#3 FN/VF 1973 $20 PSYCHO #69 NM $20 #4 FN/VF $80 #76 VF/NM $60 
#3 NM- $75 #10 NM $110 #70 NM- $15 #5 FN+ $50 #77 VF $45 
MONSTER WORLD #16 NM $80 #71 NM- $15 #6 FN/VF $45 #78 NM+ $150 
#1 VG+ $60 #18 VF TrFc $30 #74 NM/MT $40 #7 FN $30 #79 VF+ $45 
#3 VG/FN WrFc $50 #20 NM $90 #75 VF/NM $15 #7 VF $120 #80 NM $100 
#4 FN- $65 #23 NM- $75 #75 NM $20 #8 FN/VF $50 #81 VF/NM $50 
#5 VG/FN $50 #24 NM- $75 #76 VF/NM $15 #8 NM- CGC owtwp $300 #82 FN/VF $30 
#6 VG/FN $60 A#1 VF/NM $70 #81 NM+ $30 #9 GVG WrFc $20 #83 VF/NM $45 
#7 VG+ $45 SAVAGE SWORD #82 NM $20 #9 NM- CGC owtwp $250 #84 VF/NM $50 
#8 FN $60  OF CONAN #83 NM- $15 #10 FN $30 #85 NM $100 
#10 VG $50 #1 FN+ $55 #85 NM $20 #10 VF/NM $120 #86 NM- $80 
MONSTERS OF #1 VF- $125 #87 NM- $15 #11 VF- $90 #87 NM- Ds $70 
THE MOVIES #2 VF/NM $75 #88 NM $20 #13 VF $90 #88 VF/NM $50 
#1 VF/NM $35 #2 NM- Ws $120 #89 NM $20 #14 FN/VF $40 #89 VF/NM $35 
#2 VF/NM $35 #3 NM $120 #90 NM- $15 #15 FN/VF $55 #89 NM $100 
#3 NM- $45 #4 NM Is $100 #91 NM $20 #16 VF $85 #90 VF/NM $45 
#4 NM- $25 #5 FN/VF $25 #92 NM- $15 #17 VF+ $110 #90 NM- $80 
#4 NM+ $65 #5 NM- $55 #93 NM+ $30 #18 FN/VF $50 #91 VF $25 
#5 NM $45 #6 NM+ $100 #95 NM- $15 #19 FN/VF  $58 #92 VF/NM $50 
#6 NM- $25 #7 VF $25 #96 NM- $15 #20 VG/FN $20 #92 NM $100 
#6 NM/MT $75 #7 NM/MT CGC #97 NM- $15 #21 FN/VF $30 #93 VF $40 
#7 NM $30 owtwp $550 #98 NM $20 #21 NM- $130 #94 VF/NM $50 
#7 NM+ $55 #8 VF/NM $35 #100 NM- $20 #22 NM- $180 #95 VF $40 
#8 VF/NM $20 #9 VF/NM $35 #230 FN/VF $15 #23 VF-  $45 #96 VF/NM $50 
#8 NM $45 #10 NM+ Ard $100 #234 NM+ $35 #24 FN/VF  $35 #97 VF- $35 
A#1 NM- $25 #11 VF $20 #235 VF+ $50 #25 FN+  $30 #98 FN/VF $30 
MONSTERS #11 NM+ CGC #235 NM/MT $100 #25 VF/NM $120 #99 VF/NM $50 
UNLEASHED owtwp $150 SAVAGE TALES #26 FN/VF $40 #100 VG/FN $20 
#1 FN/VF 1973 $25 #12 FN/VF $15 #1 FN+ $100 #27 FN/VF $40 #100 VF/NM $120 
#1 NM $150 #13 VF/NM $25 #1 VF+ CGC owp $400 #28 FN/VF $45 #102 NM CGC
#2 VF $75 #14 NM- $25 #2 NM $150 #28 VF+ $70  owtwp $250 
#2 NM $120 #15 FN/VF $15 #3 NM- $100 #29 VF- $30 #105 FN/VF $40 
#3 VG/FN Sos 1973 $20 #15 NM+ $35 #4 VF $40 #29 VF/NM $80 #105 VF/NM $100 
#3 NM- $75 #16 NM $30 #5 VF- $35 #30 VF- $50 #106 NM- $95 
#4 VF/NM $50 #17 NM+ $35 #6 VF+ $30 #31 VF+ $75 #110 VF- $35 
#5 FN/VF Apr 1974 $15 #18 NM- $40 #7 NM $75 #32 VG/FN $30 #110 VF $85 
#5 NM/MT $120 #19 NM $30 #8 NM+ $100 #32 VF/NM $80 #111 VF+ $120 
#6 VF- $20 #20 NM+ $35 #9 NM- $26 #33 NM- $120 #112 VG  $20 
#7 NM+ $70 #21 VF/NM $20 #10 NM $75 #34 VF/NM $70 #112 FN+ $55 
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ORDERFORM

ITEM QTY TITLE ISSUE COND. NOTES PRICE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

SUB -TOTAL
MINUS DISCOUNT

* SHIPPING & HANDLING $10.00
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ONLY! SALES TAX   0.085%

RESALE NUMBER IF DEALER!
MISCELLANEOUS
MINUS CREDITS

TOTAL

 TERRY’S COMICS 
PO BOX 2065 

ORANGE, CA. 92859-2232 
PHONE (714) 288-8993 

FAX (714) 288-8992 
E-MAIL: info@terryscomics.com       

  WEB PAGE: www.terryscomics.com  
www.NationwideKomics.com 

TERRYS COMICS ORDER FORM 
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